
Before Preparing 

Four moments of receiving a sermon. 
What do I want the congregation to experience as they listen, remember and engage third-hand? 

1. Intimacy 

2. Awe. The intimacy increases the awe, not the opposite. ‘I never realised.’ ‘I had no idea.’ 

3. Bible 

4. God has given us everything we need to be disciples, ministers and missionaries  

 

Preparing 

The Bible seems small and far away but turns out to reveal to us everything we need. 

1. What is the message – indicative, imperative or interrogative – at the very heart of this? 

 Bothers me, can’t wriggle out of, moves my soul, says it all 

 Either one line or whole passage 

2. Two structures 

 A problem to be resolved 

 A mystery to be gradually entered and enjoyed 

 Either way last line is crucial – just two ways to get there – reveal or repeat 

3. Truly exegetical  

 With the rhythm and grain of the text 

 Not improvisations on a starting point 

 Not disagreeing – yes struggle but must resolve 

4. Work out last line 

5. Structure the argument.  

6. Don’t start writing till have whole argument and last line. Start when you can’t wait. 

7. Illustrations must advance argument – not deepen problem or amplify starting point 

 

Writing and Revising 

1. Real nuance  

2. Generous-hearted tone of voice – clear but compassionate 

3. Pace and colour, humour mixed with challenge  

4. Memorable takeaway – what will it be? 

 

Delivering 

1. Bringing good news. Smile. 

2. Don’t be embarrassed. You don’t need to earn the listener’s respect. 

3. Avoid unnecessary jokes – distracting, hurtful, usually a mistake, esp. at beginning. 

4. Pace. Treasure and cherish. 

5. Eye contact. Memorise key sentences e.g. last line. But use text – people will want it. 
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